
Your guide to creating a

successful marketing

strategy.  
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1. GETTING STARTED
To know where you’re going, it’s important to know where you’ve come from.

This chapter explains how to do a successful audit of your existing marketing

and begin to set goals for your new strategy. 
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2. BUILDING A MARKETING STRATEGY
Setting SMART goals, conducting research and benchmarking your

competitors are key practices for building a successful marketing strategy.

This chapter shows you how – and who to involve.
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3. CHANNELS AND PLATFORMS
Once you have your strategy ready, it’s time to put it into action. Choosing

the right channels and platforms is essential if you are to make your voice

heard. This chapter investigates what to consider. 
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4. IDENTIFYING SUCCESS
How do you know your marketing is working? There are several processes for

measurement. This chapter looks at some of them, explaining the best way to

realise your marketing ROI. 
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       In the past few months the world

has changed like never before. People

have reprioritised every aspect of

their lives. Our relationship with

brands and suppliers has taken a U-

turn and where customers previously

may have prioritised cost and

availability when making purchasing

decisions, they’re now more likely to

place an emphasis on a brand’s

authenticity and social purpose.

The marketing landscape has also

changed beyond recognition. With so

many publishing platforms and news

outlets available for updates, people

have been finding their own platforms

for news and updates; be they online

or offline. 

Integrated marketing campaigns have

never been more important when

reaching consumers who are

constantly changing their behaviours,

priorities and spending habits. As a

result, marketers need to understand

the customer at every step, making use

of custom tools, data and technology

to remain ahead of the game.

In the manufacturing industry, entire

supply chains have broken down

overnight, businesses have rapidly

shifted production lines to help

national initiatives, while some have

been forced to close their doors for

good.

The world is not the same place it was

at the beginning of 2020 and

therefore, neither should your

marketing be. That market positioning

statement you did three years ago? It’s

no longer relevant. The competitor

analysis you did at the end of last

year? Out of date. Your customer

journey mapping documentation? Tells

the wrong story. 
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IMcKinsey talks about the five ‘Rs’ of

an industrial recovery, following any

health or economic crisis, referring to

resolve, resilience, return, re-

imagination, and reform. While

resolve and resilience are techniques

to put your manufacturing enterprise

into survival mode, cut costs and

retain staff, return and re-

imagination are the steps you need to

take in order to bounce back.

Creating a detailed plan to return to

business and reimagining a new way

of working will be essential if the

manufacturing economy is to once

again find fortune and spearhead

global economies. For these steps to

be successful, it’s essential that

manufacturing firms re-assess their

marketing strategies, take another

look at their audiences and imagine

what the new customer journey may

look like. After all, if a customer’s

preferences have changed as a result

of the past few months, the way you

approach and engage them also has to

change. 

Wylde Connections has developed an

online course designed to be a

blueprint for manufacturing

 organisations to develop a bespoke

marketing strategy and tactical

campaign plan to promote their

business and engage new and existing

customers in this brave new world. But

before you sign up to take part, this

ebook takes you through the core

pillars of any effective marketing

strategy and is designed to assist with

the thought process required for

successful course attendance.

Visit our website for more info: www.wyldeconnections.co.uk
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A B O U T  W Y L D E
C O N N E C T I O N S
We are specialists in strategic marketing and communications, working
with growing businesses of all sizes, across all sectors. By combining
strategy development, tactical delivery, storytelling and e-learning, we
deliver total business growth solutions built upon marketing
communications.

W Y L D E  C O N N E C T I O N S

Our consultants cover all areas of business growth from high level
strategy through to leadership and management development, with
marketing communications at the core. We take the time to truly
understand your business so we can develop tailored growth
strategies with tangible outcomes.

C O N S U L T A N C Y

Marketing communication covers a broad area from branding
and positioning to digital marketing and content production.
We work closely with our clients on their marketing strategy
before identifying what tactical activity is required. This helps
companies to roll out effective marketing campaigns.

C O M M U N I C A T I O N S

From training your in-house teams to hosting themed workshops,
Wylde Connections can help with upskilling, transformative learning
and empowering your teams to work cohesively and collaboratively.
Our online learning platform supports and embeds learning, within
your teams.

L E A R N I N G

Our Sustainability Planning services are designed to help you
to explore, identify, plan and implement sustainability policies,
procedures and codes of conduct within your business.
Sustainability is a subject that businesses can no longer afford
to ignore.

S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y

OUR SERVICES

Pegasus House, Pegasus Court,
Olympus Avenue, Leamington Spa,
CV34 6LW

+(44) 1926 754061
www.wyldeconnections.co.uk
info@wyldeconnections.co.uk
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